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The following notes are a intuitive 

interpretation of your natal chart.

Of course, only you know your energy best, 

all I can do is interpret what I see.

A few potentials.

The intention is to trigger 

a deep knowing, either by your inner  

validation or stark opposition to what I’ve  

written — all in an effort to direct you closer to 

the truest essence of the soul you are.

I do hope you find even one gem that  

affirms the truth that you, 

are here for a reason, that your 

contribution matters, and that you have 

a very important role here on Earth

— even if the form may not appear to  

have crystallised yet.

With love and my best intentions.





Conjunctions/

Alignments/

Points of interest



North Node in Pisces conjunct Ascendent in Pisces

The North Node talks of the qualities to move toward in order to obtain soul growth in this 
lifetime. With this placement in Pisces in the 12th, your inner compass is pointing to qualities of 

unconditional acceptance, freedom, spirituality, forgiveness, creativity, endlessness and 
surrender. 

It speaks volumes to have the NN conjunct the ASC in the very late degrees of Pisces, which 
talks of completion of a cycle and becoming a channel for inspiration to flow through. 

You’re encouraged to learn how to release control and trust the forces of the universe implicitly 
— and your place in it — developing a truly authentic spiritual practice which you can embody 

(ASC) and present to the world. 

The connection you have to the collective is so natural and nothing you have to try for. The more 
you relax and trust, the more your are calibrating yourself with your destiny and the messages 

you are here to bring.  

There’s an all-knowing about you, and the awesome energy you have, including the Sun in  
Capricorn, Mercury and Venus in Aquarius talks of mastery in grounding the spiritual/

multi-dimensional nature of the Universe into this physical realm. 

With Jupiter in the 1st and Neptune in the 10th (the traditional and modern trulers of Pisces, 
respectively), this shows that as you embody (1st house) this trust, this surrender, this innate 

spiritual connection, you’ll leave a legacy (10th house/Capricorn) which benefits the collective 
implicitly. 

Your NN sextiles your Moon in Scorpio which we’ll talk about soon, which suggests a need for 
attunement to your emotional body, to your subconsious programming, combined with  

repeated episodes of surrender to lead you to where you need to be. It’s all very innate within.



2nd House of Values /  Value
Taurus + Gemini

In work readings, it’s important to look at the 2nd house of values because all that you hope to 
attract will depend on your value system. 

Your 2nd house is mostly Taurus (quality, solid foundations, patience, dilligence, Mother Gaia, 
groundedness and hardwork), with some Gemini (communication, mental processes, duality, 

ideas, community, curiousity and logic). 
What’s interesting is the rulers of Taurus and Gemini — Venus and Mercury — are both placed in 

Aquarius, which points once again to themes of the collective, spirituality, total authentic
expression and free love, essentially. It’s kinda beautiful actually. 

What this says is the more personal value you actively place on these Aquarian themes — of a 
better future, of breakthroughs, of your fellow (wo)man, of your friends, of freedom of expression 

of yourself and acceptance of others however they are, and a level of detachment — the more 
value returns to you in whatever way is meaningful/valuable to you. 

As you gear your mind (Gemini/Mercury) toward quality over quanity (Taurus), taking your time to 
lay solid foundations (within yourself first, then your work) and considering your plan strategically, 
whilst envisioning the best outcome for both yourself and others (Aquarius), trusting (Pisces) that 
you will be supported by spirit, you’ll always have what you need to live comfortably (2nd house). 



2nd House of Values /  Value
Mercury in Aquarius 11th House
Venus in Aquarius 12th House

Furthermore, with the personal planets of Venus and Mercury in the 11th and 12th respectively, 
there’s a need for detachment when it comes to the results/feedback you receive, and what you 

expect from others. 

With the Moon in Scorpio in the 8th squaring Mercury, you might feel like you’re owed 
something (the 8th house rules other peoples resources/money from other people), but your 

best bet into getting what you want is to actually release the expectation of getting it. 
(Contradictory, and seemingly impossible, I know.)

With a Pisces ASC conjunct the NN, as you hold a light, mutable template for who you are, 
allowing yourself to wear one hat one day, and another the next, you kinda learn to let go of 

rigid expectations of yourself, and in doing so, allowing others to be who they are (11th house 
Aqua), you begin to find that everyone wins, and you’ll gain massive respect from others as you 

do. Also, your ability to trust in the process and the intelligence of the Universe (Pisces) and 
embodying it will prove to be a beacon for those around you, and as they see the peace you 

eminiate, you lead by energetic example. 

As you open up and let yourself be free, you let unpredictable blessings rain down on you and 
those you value.  

Learn to ride the waves of inspiration — creativity is never linear, and the more you adjust your 
operations to a non-linear mode, the more authentic your creative expression. 



MC in Sag tight conjunction with Uranus and Saturn

Uranus conjunct Saturn on the Galactic centre - wow! Talks of work-related breakthroughs and 
some really genius ideas. My advice would be to approach your work/career with a quest-like 

mentality, trusting that synchronicities and lessons can appear around every turn. 

Travelling for work can really open your perspective to any endeavour you wish to embark on. 
They say that one needs to master the lessons of the 9th house — higher learning, expansion, 
experience, culture, teachers — and take those lessons into the 10th to create the legacy and 

reach work fulfillment. 

With Saturn here, the lesson aspect will be extra important, so it’s important to look at set-backs 
(Saturn) as learning opportuntities (9th house/Sag), which will propel you forward in time. 

Sometimes it may seem like nothing is happening, then suddenly, out of nowhere — boom! 

Uranus is the higher octave of Mercury, so if you find yourself stuck considering potentials, pull 
back and call upon your higher self to guide you, to show you a sign. The Universe will provide, 

granted you’re open to receiving. 

Likewise, you can make some major leaps in your work when going on inner vision-quests 
(long-distance travel (9th house) not always required).

When you feel inspired, do some research on the Galactic centre and take some time to 
meditate on what you absorb. There will be something in that study  (and all study really) which 

will benefit your journey (9th house),  even if not conscious immediately. 

This energy is also opposite your Chiron placement (which we’ll talk of soon), which can speak of 
major mental breakthroughs regarding work when connecting to cosmic intelligence. 



Neptune in the 10th (Cap), Sun in 11th (Cap) 
Mercury & Venus in Aquarius 

Neptune in the 10th talks of bringing your creativity into the world for all to see. Hopefully that’s 
what you’re planning to do with your new business ventures. 

The placement in Capricorn brings about an air of mastery. This takes time, so don’t be afraid to 
produce ‘bad work’ — all work will contribute to you mastering your craft over time. 

Have patience with the process. Learn to love the process, not just the outcome. That sounds 
cliche but it’s really important to know that the road is long and you have time. 

Gear your creations into bettering humanity and in turn, you will better yourself. You don’t have 
to fix the whole world, just work on your little corner. The ripple effects will be significant.  

You might not always know the positive effects your work will have on the collective, so try not 
to be too hard on yourself if you don’t receive immediate validation from outside influences. You 

will naturally influence so again, develop a stategy for mitigating the need for validation. 

Cultivate a spiritual practive of intention setting when you sit down to work. Pull in the aspect 
of your higher self to help you with your creative endeavours — try not to do things with mental 

force to reach and end goal. The end goal is elusive — again, try and cultivate a quest-like 
mentality for all your creative endeavours. This will open you up to alternate dimensions where 

all your creations are already manifest, and you fall into a flow where it all comes together
naturally. As you may have noticed, Trust is a big theme for you. 

Mastery comes when you let others in your team/atmosphere flourish, letting their innate
talents to assist with the creation of something beautiful, and letting them be different —
focus on their light. You will receive great respect when you do. (See that 2nd house bit). 



South Node in Virgo

With the South Node in Virgo, there may be a natural tendencies to take on too many 
responsibilities, over-work, be extremely critical of oneself or others, or strive for perfection, 

anything else falling short. 

The South Node qualities feel very natural to us, it’s the North Node qualities which take more 
conscious effort. 

Be mindful of being too practical when forseeing how things are going to play out on the work 
front. As you’ve read so far with you other placements, there’s a major element of mysticism 
working with you in this life time and the more you allow Universal forces to support you, the 

farther you can ride the wave. 

That doesn’t mean you ignore logic/the details — with Virgo 6th house these are important 
— it’s about balancing the need for answers right away with a knowing they’ll come when they 

should.

It’s when we release the lower qualities of the South Node, and embrace the higher qualitites of 
the North Node, that they then begin to work coherently together, and the higher aspects of the 
South Node support your journey. In this instance, that would suggest expertise, high levels of 
organisation and natural healing abilities coming through when you release your grip a little. 

Things don’t need to be perfect for you to proceed forward with your plans. Your nervous system 
is very well attuned to correct timing, and with a Cap 10th house, timing is going to play a big 

part in how things unfold. 



YOD - FINGER OF GOD
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This energetic alignment is a combination of two sextiling energies which both point a 
150 degree angle (quincunx) to an apex planet/star. 

Quincunx’s are seen as awkward/uncomfortable energetic conversations between 
planets/houses because at face value there’s not too much in common with the energies.

 Imagine the difference in approach between a Gemini moon and a Scorpio moon. 
It’s a completely different approach to processing experiences and emotions. There’s a degree 

of confusion/incoherence in getting on the same page. 

Some say the Yod energy requires constant  adjustment which is likely done 
unconsciously until a point, potentially until a fated event where the Yod is activated, leading to 

a fork in the road to change the direction of a person’s life in a destined way.  

Once these energies are bought to conscious awareness, the apex point is empowered to a 
higher expression of consciousness. This aspect can generate serious gifts/

breakthroughs which have been leading up for many lifetimes. 

You have 2 x Yods in your chart.

The way in which you direct/interpret the following energies may very well be different to what 
I’ve mentioned here, but as you feel into it, and apply these ideas/energetic templates, you can 

overlay your truth to it and make better sense of what these energies mean for you.  



“I strongly believe that Yod in 

astrology is very significant and does live up 

to the hype as a very fated aspect pattern 

denoting a special mission or destiny in life.”

- Jamie Partridge

“A Yod is a test your soul has set for 

itself in this lifetime, to see how much you 

know about a topic. 

You may never know exactly what the 

topic is. But you’ve studied it in prior 

lifetimes and done pretty well, so now 

you are in spiritual graduate school in 

this lifetime and this is sort of an exam 

you’ve designed for yourself to see how 

far you’ve come. 

If you pass the test, you can  

accrue substantial benefits.”

- Alice Portman



Yod 1
Sun in Capricorn (11th) sextile Moon in Scorpio (8th)

inconjunct Chiron in Gemini (3rd)

Here we have your Sun and Moon, two very personal placements pointing to Chiron, the 
Wounded Healer. With Chiron in the 3rd in Gemini, we’re talking about healing relative to your 

mind, mental patterns and communication. 

With the Moon in Scorpio, in the 8th, this speaks of very, very deep emotions, quite possibly 
stemming from past life experiences, or just an earlier time in this life, where emotional wounds 
couldn’t be processed. Perhaps this has lead to a blockage of speaking or accessing your souls 

truth, which may lead to possible mis-representation of self (Sun) in your social networks/
friendship groups (11th), or simply being able to express your true and authentic self (11th/5th 

axis) to the world.

With your Sun in Cap, this could lead to having very high walls up, protecting yourself, but 
sometimes limiting potentials because of the fear (Moon in Scorp in the 8th). 

Knowing this — and knowing the strength of your soul — your Chiron placement activates, 
and through the struggle you learn your mind, the processes which don’t serve you, and learn to 
summon the incredible transformative power (Moon in Scorpio) to master it (Cap), and as a result 

bring peace to your mind (Gemini) and your emotional body (Moon) so more of your light can 
shine (Sun), and you can communicate (Gemini) what you’ve learnt to others/your social groups, 

becoming a force of change.

It won’t be a matter of preaching, you will just have an air of authority about you.

It’s important to make friends with your mind, be gentle with it with Chiron in Gemini. Allow it time 
to process, and ask your Capricornian nature to have patience, as a Yod is a life-long process.



Yod 2
Jupiter in Aries (1st) sextile Chiron in Gemini (3rd)

inconjunct Moon in Scorpio (8th) 

What’s interesting is Chiron is involved in your other Yod, which is getting some very positive, 
benefic energy from Jupiter, pointing to your Moon. So, if there are mental-emotional 

struggles/incohesion, the warrior aspect of Aries and the benefic spirit of Jupiter is assisting 
Chiron through learning and experience as to how you can breakthrough those deep, 

entrenched fears/memories/wounds, and giving you immense spiritual support/highlighting 
your warrior spirit. 

This is actually pretty cool. And I feel like, as you consiciously and unconsciously work on this, 
your emotional body (Scorpio Moon) opens to access the imprinted memories of this deep 

occult wisdom, which can come to the fore when all is working in harmony. 

Studies (Jupiter) of the mind-body connection, particularly re: storing emotional wounds in the 
emotional body can really help. As can talking (Gemini) with a trusted healer/counseller/

therapist to dig deep into your psyche (Moon in the 8th), to explore past life experiences and 
fears you may have locked down, giving them a voice. 

With Pluto and Mars surrounding, major transformation can occur, resulting in some particular 
spiritual experiences — somewhat otherworldly. You might feel very motivated (Mars) to embark 

on this work — it’s a process, so allow yourself breaks to integrate the discoveries to make it 
worth your while. 

Definitely, take your sweet time with this process, and don’t feel the need to rush into anything. 
Feel into yourself and allow the right teacher/guide to present themselves to you 

synchronistically. 



To have both Yods involving Chiron in Gemini, communication and what’s backing your 
communication is worth enquiry. It would be a shame to have all this amazing creative potential 

and not be able to express it in a way that’s relatable to/heard  by others. 

From this, and taking into account your Nodes, to me, it’s like, the higher expression of Virgo is 
immense healing abilities and an excellent ability to communicate, as well as knowing the details 
enough to be put in a leadership position where others respect your natural grounded abilities. 

Spirit has a lot to say through you, and I guess with the Moon in Scorpio in the 8th, it will 
probably (if it feels right to you), be worth your while to sort out some deep, suppressed fears/

resentments so that you can be the clear channel that your NN hopes for you. 

(I hope that makes sense/isn’t presumptive). 

Again, practicing detachment in your endeavours, following through on your creative inspiration 
(i.e. completing projects) but loosening your reigns on the outcome and the reception of others 

is a practive that can bring great peace to your mind. 
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From The Starseed Oracle by Rebecca



Soul Whisper - What your soul wants you to know





Grounded Action - The Action Your Soul Is Guiding You To Take





There’s so much more we can talk about,

 but this reading has to stop somewhere. 

I hope you found some gems of truth in 

this reading.

Even one sentence ringing true it 

will be worth the investment. 

Use this as a jumping off point to  

discover your own truth. 

It’s been my pleasure looking at your 

chart, and I truly find resonance and 

excitement for your energy and what you 

have to offer the world. 

Your spirit is magic, never forget that. 

★

★

★

★

★

★



If you have friends who might benefit 

from a reading like this, pass on this 

coupon code for 10% off chart readings:

CITRINE

(You can use it too for future readings)

As ever, any support I receive in terms  

of recommendations and reviews

is massively appreciated. 

My soul longs to help others  

re-identify with their gifts. 
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